
 
 
 

Gainesville may soon have a 'neighborhood of 
innovation' 
 

 
A general view of the progress of Innovation Hub, which is being built on the AGH site on March 31, 
2011 in Gainesville, Fl. 
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As the University of Florida's Innovation Square project begins to take shape, a 

similar development in Atlanta provides an indication of what might be coming. 

This past fall, UF announced plans for the Innovation Square development at the 

former Shands at AGH site and surrounding neighborhood east of campus. The 

project is expected to include 1 million square feet of building space and create as 
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many as 3,000 jobs. Plans include a business incubator, offices for science and 

technology businesses, and places to live, eat and shop. 

"I think we're going to create a very exciting livable, sustainable neighborhood of 

innovation," said Ed Poppell, UF's vice president for business affairs and economic 

development. 

UF has hired the architectural firm Perkins and Will to develop a comprehensive plan 

for the development, which Poppell said should be completed in two months. In the 

meantime, the first part of the project — the 45,000-square-foot first phase of the 

business incubator, the Florida Innovation Hub — is being built with an expected 

August completion and fall opening. 

The rest of the neighborhood also is going through changes. The Continuum, an 

apartment building for UF graduate students bordering Innovation Square but not 

technically in the development, is signing leases in advance of a fall opening. In 

addition, Trimark Properties is building two luxury apartment complexes, and UF 

offices are moving to the neighborhood. 

"It's really going to look different around here," said UF Survey Research Center 

Director Chris McCarty, whose offices moved into the existing Ayers Medical Plaza 

in the neighborhood. 

Georgia Tech's Technology Square development shows the possibilities. The 

development's midtown Atlanta address is an obvious difference from the UF 

project's location in a Gainesville neighborhood between its campus and much 

smaller downtown. But the mix of startup companies, established businesses 

and commercial stores is similar to what UF is seeking. 
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"What makes this place work is the mix," said Stephen Fleming, vice president 

of Georgia Tech's Enterprise Innovation Institute. 

Technology Square, commonly called Tech Square, was built in an Atlanta 

neighborhood where parking lots and warehouses had been located. Georgia 

Tech was separated from the neighborhood by the Downtown Connector 

interstate, and the area had become home to drugs and prostitution, said 

Mack Reese of Gateway Development Services. 

"People were literally afraid to come over here," said Reese, whose company 

worked on part of the development and who is a consultant on Innovation 

Square. 

Today, a bridge over the interstate has been expanded and landscaped to 

better connect the campus and Tech Square. Georgia Tech's business college, 

hotel and conference center and official bookstore, run by Barnes and Noble, 

are located in the development. There are shops, stores and restaurants such 

as a Waffle House decked out in Georgia Tech memorabilia. 

The neighborhood includes research space, a business incubator and a 13-

story office building. Much like UF's project, the idea is that the development 

provides space for research, startup companies spawned by that research and 

office space for established businesses. Reese said the university location 

provides a unique attraction to businesses. "They're here because of Georgia 

Tech," he said. 

While the scale of the projects are different, UF has similar aims with 

Innovation Square. UF's Office of Technology Licensing, which patents and 

licenses inventions created by UF faculty and staff, plans to move its 
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headquarters from campus to the Innovation Hub. The rest of the hub will 

house as many as 15 emerging companies, Poppell said. 

The hub, largely funded by a federal grant, could double in size with additional 

money. Poppell said the facility will complement UF's existing Sid Martin 

Biotechnology Incubator in Alachua. Businesses that prefer an urban 

environment could locate in Innovation Square, he said, but might decide to 

put manufacturing and distribution at the Alachua site. "We can offer you 

anything you need," he said. 

Poppell said the rest of the AGH site and land in the surrounding 

neighborhood owned by Shands, a total of 25 acres, could be the site of six- to 

eight-story buildings for science and technology businesses. UF has created a 

direct-support organization — an affiliated nonprofit like the University 

Athletic Association — to acquire the land and develop the project. 

Poppell expects the project will spur other development in the area, attracting 

businesses such as a grocery store and hotel and conference center. Trimark 

Properties, which owns property in the neighborhood, already is building the 

23-unit Deco '39 and 25-unit Archstone luxury apartment complexes in the 

area. 

"I think you're going to see more housing in that area that is not student-

oriented," Trimark managing partner John Fleming said. 

The Continuum, a 450-unit apartment building for UF graduate students, also 

is being built in the neighborhood. While the project is not technically part of 

Innovation Square, UF housing director Norb Dunkel said the location would 

allow graduate students working in the development to live in nearby 

university housing. "The proximity is absolutely ideal," he said. 
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Poppell stressed that Innovation Square goes beyond UF. Santa Fe College has 

agreed to provide training classes for companies coming to the area, while 

Workforce Florida will help recruit workers. The city is moving through zoning 

changes for the area. Gainesville Regional Utilities is installing utility 

infrastructure and support for high-speed Internet. 

"Everything is coming together," Poppell said. "This is a community 

initiative." 
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